
 

Important Notice 
We are going to change how we provide our current active credentialed physicians with a daily 

complimentary meal 

On Monday July 3, 2023, the current physician dining area located lower level near the back 

loading dock will no longer serve any food items hot, cold, snacks or cold beverages. Water and 

coffee/tea will still be available. It will remain open for seating if you wish to eat your meal 

there.  

All active credentialed physicians may now get their daily meals through the JMCGH main café. 

This change will allow active credentialed physicians many more food options and is open from 

6:30am to 1:00am, 7 days per week. Our current doctors dining room is only open for breakfast 

and lunch only M-F.  

Any active credentialed physicians may receive a complimentary meal, up to but, not to exceed 

$25.00 per day in the JMCGH main café only.  Branded concepts such as Chick-Fil-A, Starbucks, 

and Subway are not included in this complimentary meal plan. Physicians are welcome to get 

food items from any of these branded concepts but, will have to pay, out-of-pocket, for these 

meals at each of the branded concepts. 

Some important policy notes: 

1. Active credentialed physicians may choose any food items in the main café there is no 
restriction on what food items they can purchase in the main café only up to but, not to exceed 
$25.00 per day.  
 

2. Active credentialed physicians must go through the register prior to leaving the main café with 
their food items so that we can accurately account for their food items. 
 

3. Active credentialed physicians must show proper hospital badge ID when they go through the 
registers. 
 

4. Active credentialed physicians cannot provide any food for anyone other than themselves on 
this meal plan.  
 

5.  Active credentialed physicians cannot allow someone else to use their hospital badge to get 
food items in the café.  

 

If you have any question or concerns please contact the medical staff office. 


